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Optimum LED Coverage Utilization in OCC for
Effective Communication with Mobile Robot

Moh. Khalid Hasan, Mostafa Zaman Chowdhury, Md. Shahjalal, Md. Mainul Islam, and Yeong Min Jang

Abstract: Optical camera communication (OCC) is a promising
technology for camera-mounted mobile robots (MRs), where it can
use its camera to communicate with light-emitting diode (LED) in-
frastructures. Due to the limited angle of view of current com-
mercial cameras used in MRs, the cameras cannot detect LED ev-
erywhere inside an area illuminated by an LED; hence, much of
the illumination surface remains unutilized. Herein, we propose an
automatic camera inflection algorithm to successfully detect LED
anywhere inside an LED cell (the total coverage area illuminated
by LED). The inflection mechanism is a supervised learning ap-
proach. The technique utilizes the coordinate information (i.e., X
and Y coordinates) of an LED cell, which is further employed to
track the position of the LED. The coordinate data is automatically
updated when the MR travels from one position to another. Fur-
thermore, we perform simulations that include a discussion on tilt
angle variation with increasing distance traveled by the MR and a
performance analysis that demonstrates the importance and feasi-
bility of the developed algorithm. Finally, a testbed prototype for
OCC is implemented to demonstrate the proof of angle measure-
ment theory and bit-error-rate performance of the proposed sys-
tem.

Index Terms: Bit-error rate (BER), image sensor, light emitting
diode (LED), mobile robot (MR), tilt angle.

I. INTRODUCTION

SINCE current commercial light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are
inexpensive and highly energy-efficient, their uses have

been greatly increased in different indoor and outdoor scenar-
ios and broadened the research possibilities of optical wireless
communications (OWC), which involves using high-frequency
pulses of LED light to transmit data [1]. OWC is useful for its
high performance concerning data rate, security, and reliability;
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and its available spectrum can help to decrease the bandwidth
burden on the limited spectrum of radio-frequency (RF) bands.
As a congruent complementary option of RF, OWC is an excel-
lent choice for future heterogeneous networks [2].

Optical camera communication (OCC) is a sub-system of
OWC wherein a camera is used to receive luminous LED
data [3]. The unprecedented growth of camera-mounted smart
devices is observed in recent times, which opens up signifi-
cant possibilities for OCC to address new challenges in dif-
ferent areas, such as positioning of mobile robots (MRs) and
smartphones [4], [5], localized advertising, digital signage, aug-
mented reality (AR) [2], and vehicle-to-everything communica-
tions [6], [7] . OCC requires little modification of existing hard-
ware and is implemented by adding an embedded camera to re-
ceive optical signals [8]. Because of being regarded as a promis-
ing technology, IEEE has developed a task group (802.15.7m) to
standardize OCC specifications [9]. OCC is an excellent solu-
tion for long-distance line-of-sight (LOS) communications and
has high-performance characteristics, such as low interference,
high security, excellent signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and high
stability with respect to varying communication distance. Con-
versely, the data rate using OCC is limited due to the limited
sampling rate of current commercial cameras. For instance, data
rates ranging from several bps to several kbps were achieved us-
ing a 30 fps camera [10]–[12]; however, high-speed cameras
(e.g., 1000 fps [13]) can considerably overcome this problem.
Moreover, despite being a directional LOS communication tech-
nology, OCC suffers from interference generated by background
lights because the frequent formation of LED infrastructures has
been noticed in current indoor environments. Direct interference
from neighboring LEDs or their multiple reflections on walls
and floors can be mitigated using the region-of-interest (RoI)
signaling which requires complex image processing functional-
ities [9].

Camera-mounted MRs are very popular in current indoor en-
vironments. These cameras can be utilized to receive data from
the LEDs. Since existing commercial cameras mounted on MRs
offer an angle-of-view (AOV) smaller than that offered by com-
mercial PDs, these cameras cannot communicate with the LEDs
within the entire LED cell. OCC requires that all or at least
some part of the LED must appear inside the AOV of the cam-
era. When an MR travels within an LED cell, it is possible that
its camera cannot communicate with the LED, even though it
is inside the cell. This hampers the optimum utilization of the
LED signal, resulting in the termination of the communication.

This study aims to ensure optimum optical signal reception
using a camera image sensor (CIS) by utilizing the entire illumi-
nation of LED transmitter and dispelling interference generated
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by neighboring LEDs. We propose a camera inflection method
that aids to continue the reception of information bits inside the
LED cell. Additionally, an LED position detection algorithm is
proposed as well, which is utilized to track the direction of the
LED. The MR is given a coordinate information based on its
appearance inside the LED cell. This coordinate information is
dynamically updated with the movement of the MR. Note that
a rolling shutter camera is used to receive the databits from the
LED. Due to the rolling shutter effect, dark and bright stripes are
generated in the CIS. The width of each stripe and the number
of stripes are analyzed to decode the OCC data. At the very mo-
ment when the LED almost disappears from the CIS, the number
of stripes reaches a certain threshold below which data cannot
be decoded. Consequently, the MR estimates the position of the
LED and the tilt angle. The scheme is applicable to any OCC-
based MR applications. However, the communication delay can
be an important issue, which should be as low as possible con-
sidering the mobility of the MR. A channel model for OCC to
measure the SNR and bit-error rate (BER) performance in our
proposed scheme is also provided. We also develop a testbed for
OCC where an android smartphone device is used to receive the
transmitted bits from the LED. Rolling shutter frequency shift
on-off keying (RS-FSOOK), an existing modulation scheme, is
used to implement our proposed scheme.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II comprises an overview of the channel model, SNR
measurement, and the information-decoding principle of OCC.
Section III explains the proposed algorithm. The performance
of our proposed scheme is evaluated in Section IV, which in-
cludes simulation results and the testbed configuration for OCC.
Finally, a summary and possible extension of our work are dis-
cussed in Section V.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. Channel model

As shown in Fig. 1, an LED transmitter and a camera receiver
are positioned at A and B, respectively. We have considered an
indoor environment, where the room size is well above the size
of the LED cell. We also consider the LED as circular, con-
sequently giving the LED cell a spherical shape. The cells of
the neighboring LEDs are assumed not to be overlapped with
each other. The radiation pattern of the LEDs is affected by the
asperity of the chip faces and the geometric conditions of the
encapsulating lens. The luminous intensity model is a function
of the angle of irradiance of the transmitted rays. The channel
response for OCC is represented by the Lambertian radiant in-
tensity [14], [15], which is expressed as

Ga,b =

{
0, αin > βAOV
(ml+1)
2πd2a,b

Acgopcosml (αir) cos(αin), αin ≤ βAOV
,

(1)
where αir denotes the angle of irradiance of the LED, αin im-
plies the corresponding angle of incidence, and gop represents
the gain of the optical filter. ml is the Lambertian emission or-
der, which is a function of the radiation angle θ1/2, at which the
radiation intensity is half of that in the main-beam direction and
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Fig. 1. OCC channel model.
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presented asml = −logcos(θ1/2) (2). da,b
(

=
√
d2a,h + d2b,x

)
is

the Euclidean distance between the LED access point and cam-
era receiver. Ac is the area of the LED projected on the CIS. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, we consider a circular LED with a radius
of al. If ρ is the edge length of a pixel, Ac can be calculated in
terms of pixels as follows

Ac =
πa2l fo

2

ρ2d2a,b
, (2)

where fo denotes the focal length.
The most effective means to increase the dc gain is to de-

crease db,x. Because when MR travels through the LED cell,
db,x becomes the only variable parameter. Multipath fading and
Doppler shift are negligible for an optical wireless channel as
the optical signal frequency is considerably large compared to
the rate of change of the impulse response [16].

The power that the signal carries to the CIS depends on the
responsivity of the CIS, which is measured in Amperes per Watt
and expressed as
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R = ηqe
λ

hplanckc
, (3)

where η denotes the quantum efficiency of the CIS, qe is the
electron charge, hplanck is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of
light, and λ denotes the wavelength of the optical signal.

The noise power is also a function of R. OCC is less af-
fected by the LOS component of the optical signal of the neigh-
boring LEDs for low AOV of the CIS, although non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) components can contribute toward generating in-
terference which can be reflected through transparent painted
walls and glasses. However, this effect is minimized to a
great extent via spatial separation of these components from the
CIS [17], [18]. OCC channel distortion is another important pa-
rameter that contributes toward decreasing the overall SNR. The
noise is actually found from the shot noise from background
light sources and is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). The overall noise power is expressed as

Pn = qeRpnAcfr, (4)

where Pn and fr denote the power in background light per unit
area and the sampling rate of the camera, respectively.

Therefore, the overall SNR is given in (5), where Pt denotes
the overall transmitted optical power.

B. Operating principle

In this study, RS-FSOOK is used as the modulation scheme,
which uses the undersampling principle [19], [20]. As the MR
travels inside the LED cell, the distance from the LED can ei-
ther increase or decrease. We chose this technique for our pro-
posed scheme as it shows better performance when the distance
is varied continuously. Here, two different frequencies are used
to represent the ON and OFF states of the LED. Say f is the
set of corresponding frequencies which are used for modulation,
then

f =

{
f1 for bit 1
f2 for bit 0 .

The camera captures many images at first. Then it utilizes a
start frame delimiter [20] to detect the boundary of the transmit-
ted symbol. Since we performed sampling with rolling shutter
cameras, these two frequencies are responsible for stripe pat-
terns having different stripe widths, which are particularly dark
and bright [21], [22]. Information sent from the LED is decoded
utilizing the stripe width of the CIS. The stripe pattern in the
CIS mainly depends on
• The size of the LED
• Connecting distance from the LED to the camera and
• The readout architecture of the CIS

The size of the LED indicates its radius if it is circular.
Through several experiments, we found that the number of
stripes decreased for LEDs with shorter diameters for the same
distance between the LED and the camera. It is worth noting

that since OCC is an intensity modulation based system, it is
not necessary to image the entire LED into the CIS to extract
the encoded bits. To decode any information, the received image
must occupy more than one pixel. Hence, a certain portion of the
LED is sufficient to continue communication between the LED
and camera. However, as mentioned earlier, since the number of
stripes depends on the size of the LED and if a certain portion
of the LED appears in the CIS, the number of stripes is reduced
as well. There is a limit for the number of stripes (nmin), below
which the databits cannot be extracted.

One of the main factors that affects stripe patterns is the dis-
tance from the LED to the camera. The variation of the distance
with time greatly affects the received signal power. The re-
ceived image occupies more pixels when the distance is reduced,
which contributes toward increasing the number of stripes sig-
nificantly. Similarly, the distance has a maximum value, beyond
which the image occupies pixels fewer than nmin. Fig. 3 shows
an experimental demonstration of the stripe pattern variations of
an LED at different distances using the RS-FSOOK scheme for
an LED radius of 5 cm.

The camera readout architecture has a profound impact on
the construction of stripes. Mathematically, the width of stripes
is determined using the sequential readout architecture of the
camera. If a camera with a total of np pixels reads a pixel in
Tr seconds, and images an LED modulated by frequency f one
complete cycle of the transmitted signal is exposed in the im-
age frames for 1/f seconds. Hence, the width of a stripe is
expressed in terms of pixel number in the following equation

Sw =
1

fTr
. (6)

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Proposed algorithm

As the distance from the LED to the lens is much greater than
the focal length and the image distance (distance between the
lens and CIS surface), the focal length is considered to be equal
to the image distance for the rightmost term. The AOV of the
camera is measured either horizontally or vertically for a typical
rectangular CIS with a non-unity aspect ratio. In this study, as
shown in Fig. 4, we used diagonal AOV for simplicity, where
L indicates the diagonal length of the CIS. With a CIS having
dimensions of x× y, the AOV of the camera is determined as

βAOV = 2tan−1
L

2fo
, (7)

here, L =
√
x2 + y2.

To provide optimum data transfer for OCC, the transmitter
should at least be inside the AOV of the camera. While the MR
moves away from the LED or toward it, at one point, it is not in-
side the coverage area. Although the MR is inside the LED cell,

SNROCC =
R

πqepnfr

[
alfoPt (ml + 1)

2d3a,b
gopcosml (αir) cos(αin)

]2
. (5)

.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Experimental illustration of the stripe pattern of RS-FSOOK scheme for
distances of (a) 0.5m, (b) 1.5m, (c) 2m, and (d) 3m between the LED and
CIS.
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Fig. 4. The total area of CIS coverage.

no optical signal is received. To deal with this problem, first,
we need to find out the distance covered by the camera dAOV as
shown in Fig. 4. Through geometric analysis, the distance can
be determined as

dAOV = 2da,h tan

(
βAOV

2

)
. (8)

If the MR is actually under the LED, the camera is positioned
with a camera tilt angle θ = 0◦ and a horizontal distance db,x =
0. The camera certainly receives data from the LED as long as
db,x does not exceed the maximum distance given by the camera
AOV. In addition, if db,x exceeds the maximum allowable value,
the LED would no longer be projected onto the CIS; in this case,
the camera is tilted in a certain angle for LED reappearance.

The direction of the movement of the MR is tracked based
on the moving direction of the image of LED projected onto
the CIS. The LED cell is assumed as a two-dimensional (2D)
surface, with an origin at the center. Fig. 5 shows the LED cell;
in this figure, Area-1 implies that no inflection of the camera is
required, but when the MR enters Area-2, the camera is tilted at
a certain angle in order to communicate with the LED. MR can
start from any position in Area-1.

Recalling that if the MR was actually at the center of the
LED cell, the camera would receive the maximum amount of
power. The projected image of the LED occupies an area that
also exactly is at the center of the CIS. Thus, concerning the
coordinate information of the CIS, the LED occupies the ori-
gin in the LED cell, which we refer to as Position-1. If the MR
travels to another position, called Position-2, which is also in the
light green area (Area-1), then using image processing technique
and photogrammetry, the distance from the LED to the camera
is measured, using which the horizontal distance is calculated.
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Fig. 5. Coordinate information of the LED cell.

Thus, the coordinate information of Position-2 is found (x, y).
It should be noted that when the MR moves from one position to
another, the projected image moves in the opposite direction in
the CIS. A threshold is defined based on nmin below which the
OCC link can be disconnected. When the MR just enters Area-2
(Position-3), the number of stripes reaches the threshold, and the
MR calculates the coordinates of the LED cell, using which the
position of the LED is calculated. Thus, the direction of LED
is easily located and the camera is tilted (tilt angle is calculated
using (12)) in that direction. The latest coordinates are (x′, y′),
which are further used to find the coordinates of the next posi-
tion.

B. Theoretical analysis of tilt angle

As explained earlier, the camera doesn’t need to capture the
full-LED image to decode the information for OCC. A part of
the LED is enough to receive the required information. Recall
(6) wherein the stripe width was found as Sw. The minimum
number of pixels needed (occupied by the projected image) to
decode data can be calculated as

Acm = nminSw =
nmin

fTr
. (9)

Let al′ be the minimum portion of the LED radius that should
at least appear in the CIS to decode databits. Therefore, the area
Al
′, occupied by al′ is determined as

Al
′ =



2
al∫

al−al′

√
a2l − x2dx, al > al

′

Al

2 , al
′ = al

2
al

′∫
al′−al

√
a2l − x2dx, al

′ > al

Al, al
′ = 2al

. (10)
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the camera orientation for (a) Position-1, (b) Position-2, and (c) Position-3.

Fig. 6 shows the camera orientation for the three posi-
tions mentioned in the previous section. As discussed earlier,
Position-2 actually indicates that the MR remains in Area-1,
whereas Position-3 indicates Area-2. When the horizontal dis-
tance db,x is equal to the radius of Area-1, the new area of the
projected image in terms of pixel numbers is found by updating
(2) which is determined as

Acp
′ =

Al
′fo

2

ρ2d2a,b
, (11)

which is actually identical toAcm. When the MR enters Area-2,
the camera tilt angle θ is calculated as

θ = cot−1
1

2

(
4foda,h + 2Lal

′ + 2Lσ + LdAOV
2foal′ + 2foσ + fodAOV − Lda,h

)
, (12)

where σ is the extra distance traveled by the MR. This distance
causes the LED to exit the camera’s AOV, as shown in Fig. 6.
σ can be measured from the moving speed of the MR. Eventu-
ally, the angular velocity of the camera is calculated from θ and
traveling time of the MR. The tilt angle θ achieves the minimum
value (θmin) when the projected image in CIS is equal to Acm.
It can be higher, but there exists a maximum threshold value,
denoted by θmax, beyond which the LED again disappears from
the coverage area of CIS. The threshold angle is represented as
follows

θmax = cot−1
1

2

(
4foda,h − 2Lal

′ − LdAOV − 2Lσ

2foal′ + 2foσ + fodAOV + Lda,h

)
.

(13)
It is obvious that the best tilt angle at which the SNROCC

is maximized is found from the numerical average of θmin and
θmax. Furthermore, when no inflection is required, i.e., for the
initial case, αin holds an equal value as αir. In this case, the
camera is kept fixed in its natural position. However, when in-
flection is required, αin is no longer equal to αir. Therefore as
shown in Fig. 6, for a new horizontal distance db,x′, αir has a
new value αir ′, which particularly depends on σ. αir ′ is calcu-
lated as

αir
′ = tan−1

(
db,x

′

da,h

)
. (14)

If the new angle of incidence isαin′, then it can be determined
as follows

αin
′ (deg) =


θ − αir

′, θ > αir
′

αir
′ − θ, θ < αir

′

0, θ = αir
′.

(15)

If we consider that θ = θmin, then the equation of SNR re-
ceived at the CIS is updated as follows

SNROCC =
RAcp

′

qepnfr

[
Pt (ml + 1)

2πd2a,b
gopcosml (αir

′) cos(αin
′)

]2
.

(16)
It is worth mentioning that the radius of Area-2 specifies how

much coverage is increased using the inflection mechanism. The
number of stripes is nmin when the longest distance is achieved,
consequently maximizing db,x′. The value of the increased cov-
erage depends on the intrinsic parameters of the camera, and
the size, shape, and maximum irradiation angle of the LED and
formulated as

σmax =

√
f20A

′
l

ρ2A′cp
− d2a,h −

1

2
(dAOV − 2a′l) . (17)

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation results

The coordinate information of the LED cell is chosen accord-
ing to the increasing distance (in meters) inside the cell. In other
words, there are finite lengths of the axes XX ′ and Y Y ′, which
are close to the LED cell’s diameter. To perform simulations, the
system specifications are summarized in Table 1. Any changes
in the camera and luminaire parameters will result in variations
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Table 1. System parameters for the simulation.

Parameters Value
LED radius, al 5 cm
Transmitted optical power, Pt 10 W
Half-intensity radiation angle, Ψ1/2 60◦

Gain of optical filter, gop 1.0
Frequency, f1,f2 360 and 375 Hz
Image sensor size 6 × 4 (3:2 aspect ratio)
Pixel edge length, ρ 2 µm
Frame rate, fr 30 fps
Focal length, fo 4.2 mm
Responsivity, R 0.51 A/W
Room height 3 m
MR height 1 m
LED cell radius 4 m
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the total power received by the CIS inside the LED cell.

in the simulation results. All simulation data were collected us-
ing MATLAB.

In our simulation results, we assumed that the MR starts trav-
eling from the origin of the LED cell. Fig. 7 demonstrates a 2D
contour view of the power variation received by the CIS inside
the LED cell. It can be seen that maximum power is observed at
the origin and decreases gradually when the MR travels in any
direction away from the origin. This variation in the received
power significantly contributes toward the variation in overall
SNR.

As mentioned earlier, whenever the MR stays inside Area-
1, the camera can communicate even it remains in the horizon-
tal position and therefore, no inflection is required. However,
inflection is essential whenever it moves inside Area-2. Fig. 8
demonstrates the simulation results of the minimum and max-
imum tilt angle requirements. The graphical representation in-
dicates that the tilt angle increases from an initial value of zero
in Area-1 as the MR moves further away from the origin inside
Area-2. The automatic inflection entirely depends on the dis-
tance traveled by the MR. If the MR travels outside the LED
cell, no optical power is received and the camera is automat-
ically restored to the horizontal position. Since an LED cell
radius of 4 m is chosen, the camera should be tilted as long as
until MR only covers this distance.
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Fig. 9 indicates the SNR variation inside the LED cell. Inside
Area-1, the camera receives high SNR, which decreases signif-
icantly with the increasing distance. It can be seen that there
is a dramatic fall when the MR nearly leaves Area-1. This is
because only a part of the LED reaches the CIS as its projected
image gradually disappears. Inside Area-2, the SNR is measured
by assuming that the camera is tilted at the minimum tilt angle,
which is indicated by the magenta line in Fig. 9.

In our proposed scheme, the MR measures its traveling dis-
tance and tilts the camera automatically. The main limitation
of the fixed tilt angle is that the MR cannot detect the LED at
all coordinates in the LED cell due to its limited AOV, which is
shown in Fig. 10. The LED detection possibility is measured for
four fixed tilt angles: 0◦, 25◦, 45◦, and 60◦. The percentage of
the area of the projected image in the CIS is represented in the
horizontal axis. When MR is located at the origin, the LED oc-
cupies the maximum area in the CIS, which is assumed as 100%
during the simulation. The figure shows that the MR cannot en-
tirely cover the LED cell with a fixed camera position.
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Table 2. Key parameters for the implementation.

Parameters Value
Driver operating voltage 5 V
Operating current 40 mA
LED radius 5 cm
LED height from ground 2 m
Camera exposure time 125 µs
Focal length 4.2 mm (26 mm eff)
Camera aperture f/1.7

B. OCC testbed setup

We developed an experimental testbed for OCC to provide
the proof of angle measurement theory. The testbed was also
exploited to measure the BER performance of the proposed sys-
tem. All the key parameters for the implementation are listed
in Table 2. The LED driving circuitry includes a direct-current
power supply, an open-source electronics prototyping platform
(Arduino UNO R3), and a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-
effect transistor for switching control. The Samsung Galaxy S7
edge camera was used as the receiver. OpenCV320 libraries
were imported for the android application which were used to
sample the captured frames. To minimize the interferences from
other light sources inside the test room, we applied the RoI tech-
nique by controlling the focus points of the camera.

The OCC testbed platform is depicted in Fig. 11. As we did
not attach the LED in the ceiling, we kept some installments
unchanged during the experiment which include the height of
the LED from the ground and the vertical distance between the
camera and the LED (da,h). The vertical distance was chosen as
1.7 m. Fig. 11(a) demonstrates the position of the camera where
the horizontal distance (db,x) between the camera and the LED
is 0.7 m. The camera is not inflected because the LED is inside
the AOV of the camera. However, as shown in Fig. 11(b), the
LED is situated outside the AOV of the camera for a horizontal
distance of 2.3 m. Therefore, the camera is tilted at a certain
angle. As shown in Fig. 11(c), θmin is measured as 22.5◦ which
is almost the same as our simulation result. On the other hand,
σmax is measured as 3.1 m, which can be further augmented us-

Table 3. Comparison of the implemented OCC system with the existing
schemes.

Reference Scheme Frame rate (fps)
Modulation

frequency
Data rate (bps)

[23] FSK 30 0.52-4 kHz 10

[24] FSOOK 30 >2 kHz 10

[10] UFSOOK 30 120 and 105 Hz 15

[25] MFSK 20 2 and 4 kHz 40

This work

(θmin = 22.5◦)
RS-FSOOK 30 360 and 375 Hz 40

 

min 22.5  

, 0.7 mb xd 

, 1.7 ma hd 

, 2.3 mb xd 

, 1.7 ma hd 

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. Implemented OCC testbed photos: (a) LED positions inside the AOV
of camera, (b) LED positions outside the AOV of camera, and (c) tilt angle
measurement.
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Fig. 12. BER performance of the proposed system.

ing a larger LED and a camera with higher dAOV . The data rate
achieved with θmin = 22.5◦ is 40 bps, which is higher or iden-
tical to the existing frequency-shift keying based OCC systems.
The comparison of our system with the existing schemes is pre-
sented in Table 3.

The measured BER performance is illustrated in Fig. 12
including comparison with the theoretical BER. We captured
around 3000 frames for each position of the camera to obtain
a precise BER. The BER was measured from a horizontal dis-
tance of 1m and inflecting the camera at θmin when the LED
appeared outside the AOV of the camera. As shown in Fig. 12,
the BER goes up with the increasing distance between the LED
and the camera. Because of applying RoI technique, the curve
of measured BER is found considerably close to the theoretical
one.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we proposed an automatic camera inflection al-
gorithm for MRs to detect the location of LEDs inside an LED
cell using OCC. The MR employed herein uses the coordinates
of the LED cell to detect the LED position in order to determine
the direction in which the camera needs to be tilted. The co-
ordinates are automatically updated when the MR moves to the
next position. We also provided the maximum and minimum
angle calculation theory with an OCC channel model and the
LED detection principles. We used RS-FSOOK signaling in our
proposed scheme because, in comparison with other schemes,
this modulation technique exhibits better performance concern-
ing distance variation. We have implemented a testbed for OCC
to demonstrate the BER performance and the proof of the angle
calculation concept. Future research will include a comprehen-
sive analysis of the possible complexity and optimality of the
proposed method in different cases and environments.
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